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1. INTRODUCTION 
It was proved by C. N. Moore [3] that for the Bore1 summability method, 
the Lebesgue constants 
are of order log X. Hardy and Littlewood [I] proved that if 
Leo + 4 -Al 1% (& + 0) 
as h --+ 0, then the Fourier series for f at x0 is Bore1 summable tof(x,). 
Recently, A. Jakimovski and D. Leviatan [2] introduced a class of positive 
linear operators defined as follows. Let g(z) = C,“=, a,@ be analytic in the 
disk jzl<R, R>l. Assume a,>0 for n=0,1,2 ,..., andg(l)#O. 
Define the Appell polynomials ~~(2) = p,(x, g) by 
g(u) eux = go PI(X) Uk* 
To each function f(t) defined in [0, + co), associate the operators 
P(f, u9 4 = g(l) k=O ~fpli(ux)$), u>o. 
Now, to each complex sequence {sk} associate the summability transform 
P(x) = s z. &ix) ‘k * 
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The summability method is regular, [4], and reduces to the Bore1 method if 
9(x) f 1. 
It is the purpose of this note to obtain the results of Moore and Hardy 
and Littlewood for the summability method P(x). 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We note that the constants 
are of order log x for any 8 > 0. 
THEOREM 1. The Lebesgue constants for the summabih’ty method P(x) 
are unbounded. 
Proof. Let P(x) denote the Lebesgue constant for the method P(x). Then 
2 n eAx =- 
7r I o g(1) 2 sin =& t 
f pk(x) sin (k + -&) t 1 dt 
k=O 
$‘osin(k+~)t$ofildt 
2 = =- ~ 
s 
o g(l) izn g t 1 go aje~co~~ sin (x sin t + jt + + t) I dt 
2 = e--;t(l-cost) 
=- dt. 
77 s o g(l) 2 sin 4 t I 
f a,sin(xsint+jt+it 
j=. )I 
The interchange in the order of summation is permissible since aj > 0 for 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
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We can write 
ssint++t i qsinjt dt. 
j=o 
It is sufficient to consider the integral from 0 to S for any S > 0. Let 
e--z(l-cost) 
P,“=+j~g(l)2sin&t xsint +$-t) $ aisinjt i=o 
2 8 &it _ &it 
7r s 
px(l-cost) 
= - 
o g(1) 2 sin * t x sin t + + tj 2 aj i=o 
2i dt 
2 8 
w f 
e--zll-cos t) 
~---- 
o g(1) 2 sin + t I ( 
cos x sin t + +- t 
1 
g(eit) - g(eeit) dt 
I 2i - 
Now we note that 
lim de” “) - iWt) = gt( 1) 
t-o+ 4isin* t 
Hence, 
G) < M + 11 e-z+co*t) dt 
< M $ (6). 
for some constant M. Hence, PI(x) is bounded as x ---f + CO. 
We may write 
2 8 e-~cl-cost) 
m ’ T So g(1) 2 sin Q t xsint+it)fa,cosjt/dt-O(1) .i=o 
2 8 
s 
e-2u-cost) 
=- 
T ,g(1)2singt x sin t + $- t 
de”? ; deeit) ) dt _ o(1). 
Sinceg(1) f 0 andg is analytic, we can choose 6 > 0 so that g(eit) + g(e-it) 
is bounded away from 0 for 0 < t < S. Hence, 
e-a-cost) 
m 3 K$ J: g(l) 2 sin + t ( sin (3 sin t + + t) 1 dt - O(I). 
It follows that P(x) + + co as x -+ + ~0. 
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THEOREM 2. If [f(xo + h) -f(xo)] log(l/l h I) converges to 0 as h -+ 0, 
then the Fourier series for f at x,, is P(x) summuble to f (x0). 
Proof. The P(x) transform of s, -f (x,,), where s,, is the nth partial sum 
of the Fourier series for f at x0 , is 
2 li 
s &I 
e-“‘l-cost’ 
- 
7T 0 g(1) 2 sin 4 t 
sin x sin t + $- t 
( 1 
deft) + &+) dt 
2 
c-2(1-cost) 1 
+ 1 So p)(t) g(l) 2 sin B t ‘OS (x sin t + ~ t ) 
g(eit) -g(ecit) dt 
2i ) 
where p)(t) = f (x0 + t) + f (x0 - t) - 2f (x0). The hypothesis implies that 
p)(t) is continuous at t = 0. Furthermore, the quantity 
2 n 
s 
e-"(l-cost) 
- 
77 og(1)2sin+t I ( 
cos x sin t + + t 
) 
g(eit) - e-jt dt 
2i 
is bounded independently of x. We also have 
2 = 
s 
c-2(1-cost) 
- 
7r 6 g(l) 2 sin i t 
I&+) ;$e-it) 1 & < A 1, e-a(l-cost) & 
for some constant A. This expression goes to 0 as x becomes large. Thus, the 
integral 
2 * 
s 
e-“(l-cost) 
- 
= 0 
PW g(l) 2 sin Q t 
cos x sin t + 1 t 
( 2 1 
g(eit) - g(e-jt) dt 
2i 
converges to 0 as x becomes large [5], p. 46. 
The integral 
2 s * - 9w e-r(l-cost) 
g(1) 2 sin 4 t 
sin ( x sin t 
= 
+ 1 
0 2 
t 1 gW + gkit) 
2 
dt 
converges to 0 as x becomes large because (p(t)([g(eit) + g(e-it)]/2) satisfies 
the condition 
lii p)(t) (gce’l, ; g(e-“‘)) log (&) = 0. 
The result then follows from the theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [l]. 
The results of Moore [3] and Hardy and Littlewood [I] may be found in 
Zygmund [5], p. 185. 
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